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EXHIBIT IV

Capitalization Rates Are Not Singular

l gainst improving market fundamentals, real

fl estate investors are faced with the parador of
I I whv institutional real estate income returns
show suih little variation. Capitalization rates do
not have the same volatility as market fundamen-
tals, varying only by property type. Holding other
factors constant, lower interest rates and higher oc-
cupanry levels can act to reduce risk premiums and
benefit holders of real assets. However, theory and
practice are not always born of the same mother.
Cap rate surveys and industry data continue to in-
dicate that real estate returns show little variation
over time. When they do stray, capitalization rates
are quickly brought back into line by an unknown
financial gravitational force.

The article explains how this seemingly steady
state is not only possible but can lead to an answer
that is always nine percent. In bifurcating the cap-
italization rate into core and transitory components,
this article provides a theoretical explanation of how
increases in transitory factors can offset declines in
the core cap rate and t ice tersa.t Ultimately, it is up
to the reader to decide whether the factors that
generate this answer hold true today, and more im-
portantly, will hold true tomorrow.

The Historical Record Revisited
Unlike baseball or even the stock market, real estate
has no official statistical abstract. Data on real estate
returns are limited because of the private and com-
plex nature of most real estate transactions. Even
organizations such as the National Council of Real
Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) face signifi-
cant data obstacles. Because NCREIF relies on
appraisal-based values, reported income returns are
considered biased. Although comprehensive data
are available on REITs, dividend returns are not the
same as income.2
Even if they were, there is ample evidence to sug-
gest that REIT stock prices do not necessarily repre-
sent underlying property returns. Factors such as
management quality, financial structure and future
growth expectations (both internal and external)
play a significant role in REIT prichg.

Because of the limitations of industrv associa-
tion data, survev data measuring investo'r expecta-
tions are presented instead. Exhibit I shows the
results of survey data provided by Real Estate Re-
search Corporation on expected investor retums
during the period mid-192 through 1995.r Despite
several years of steady recovery apartment cap
rates have remained within a narrow 40 basis point
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So What Does All This Mean?
Clearly, the dynamics of cap rates can be quite con-
fusing. For example, it is entirely possible that the
core cap rate may shift upward onlv to be matched
by an equally large decline in transitory cap rate
premiums. The net result is dynamic stabilitv
Therefore, investors must be selective in their as-
sumptions regarding the nature and direction of
cap rate changes. The continual presence of coun-
tenailing premiums suggests that r"riations in cap
rates are much more complex than their movement
or lack of movement implies. For example, the
transactional cap rate can be artificially supported
during periods of oversupply if the opportunity
cost of holding real estate, as measured by interest
rates, declines. Conversely, if bond prices are de-
clining, cap rates mav rise even as markets tighten.

None of this makes it easv for appraisers or
investors trying to forecast discount factors. In fact,
these dvnamics help explain away much of the criti-
cism leveled at appraisers during the past few
years. When determining the appropriate cap rate,
an appraiser must consider both the level and direc-
tion of the core rate as well as the net change in
various premiums. These premiums mav be prop-
erty type, market or propertv-specific. It is the
combination of the core discount rate and the net
change in all premiums n,hich determines the ap-
propriate capitalization rate.

Conclusion
Imagine a world in which the core rate and various
transitory premiums are inversely correlated. Under
this scenario, whenever the core rate changes it is met
bv an equal but opposite movement in the transitory
cap rate. Do such relationships exist? Consider the
follorving. Stronger markets typically are assumed to
be forerunners of lower cap rates. However, higher
occupancy and rents go hand-in-hand with robust
emplovment and income growth, neither of which
brings much comfort to the inflahon watchers at the
Federal Reserve. Investors, being more realistic than
economists, do not hold everything else constant. A
neruous Federal Reserve translates into higher hterest
rates; higher interest rates translate into higher cap
rates. These dynamics may explain why the answer is
always nine percent.
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EXHIBIT I

Expected GohgJn Capitalization Rates B), Property Type

EXHIBIT III

Cap Rates and Treasuries Show Little Correlation
(1992q3 to 1995q4)
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When Is A Cap Rate Not A Cap Rate?
Most investors view cap rates as singular. In reality,
they comprise two components:

7. A core rate which varies bv property type and
market, ownership and time. The core rate rep-
resents the risk-adiusted opportunitv cost of
owning real estate.

2 A trn\sttttr7 rate representing r,ariorrs premirrms
whose size and signl'ary or€r the course of the
real estate cvcle.

The combination of the core and transitorv rates
determine the transactional cap rate. The core rate
and the transactional cap rate are equal when the
space markets are at or near equilibrium and buyer
and seller expectations are aligned. In realitv, trans-
actions readily take place because neither buyers
nor sellers can extract premiums as both hare
placed the same value on a building's cash flow:

Premiums exist when buyer and seller expecta-
tions differ or when externalifies such as tax law or
zoning changes occur. In these situations, a differ-
ence between the core rate and the transactional
cap rate emerges, creating a transilory premium. For
example, during thc late 1980s and early 1990s few
transactions were occurring in the marketplace. In
a capital scarce environment, buyers were able to
command a premium from sellers which drove cap
rates higher. During the mid 1980s, the opposite
occurred. [n a capital-dri\€n environment, real es-
tate lr,as hot and sellers received a premium from
buyers in the form of below-core cap rates.

Premiums can emerge during any part of the
real estate cycle, for example, from a change in real
estate underwriting criteria. Whose numbers and
coverage ratios are used will depend on a host of
factors, not all of which relate directlv to the asset
class. In addition, buildings encumbered h'ith
long-term leases mav command either a positive or
negative premium. A positive premium would be

relative to buildings *,ith shorter leases lvhen mar-
ket conditions hare or are expected to deteriorate; a
negative premium *'ould be garnered if market
fundamentals are on the upsrt'ing. The former oc-
curs because of cash flow stability in a weak mar-
ket, while the latter occurs because the lease
duration works to reduce potential cash flow in a
market with rapidly escalating rents. Other pre-
miums can occur because of tax law changes. Dur-
ing the early 1980s, cap rates plunged in response
to the 1981 Economic Recoverv Tax Act (ERTA)
which created non-market incentives for real estate
owners. Of course, whate\€r the government gives,
the go\€rnment can take awav and the 1986 tax act
did just that. Not surprisinglv, cap rates shot up
and olvners *,ere left holding properties whose
values were propped up by benefits that no longer
could be transferred to the next owner.

Exhibit tV shows the bifurcation of the transac-
tional cap rate. During periods of overbuilding, the
transactional cap rate is higher than the core rate,
because buyers are able to extract a positive pre-
mium from sellers. This explains w.hv appraised
values and transaction prices differed so signifi-
cantlv during the bottom of the last market cvcle.
Appraiscrs valucd buildings using thc corc cap
rate, while buvers recognized their leverage and
used it to their ad\?ntage.

As occurred during the late 1970s and early
1980s, premiums shrank and shifted to the seller
when the market'.s appetite improved. During this
period, institutional investors were willing to pav a
premium for properties, and sellers u,ere able to
drive the transactional rate above the core rate. Ulti-
matelv however, the market slo*,s and the gap be-
tween the core and transactional cap rates
disappears. Since markets rarelv stav in equilib-
rium for an extended period of time, the core and
transactional cap rates are constantly engaged in a

dance with market forces selecting the tune.

Multiple premiums also can be present at any
time. As alreadv pointed out, market conditions
are only one of several reasons whv the transac-
tional and core cap rates can differ. In addition, the
core rate itself is not static. It can trend either up or
don'n depending on a host of events. Changing
expectations with respect to inflation and the pric-
ing of alternative assets (stocks, bonds, etc.), can
impact the core rate. Therefore, property values can
be altered due to transitory changes in the cap rate
which have nothing to do with the real estate cycle.
Conversely changes in market conditions can affect
cap rates but can also be amplified by shifts in non-
real estate factors. The presence of multiple pre-
miums helps explain why changes in interest rates
and inflation mav show little relationship to move-
ments in cap rates.
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band during the last three plus vears. Regional
mall cap rates raried bv onlv 50 b.rsis points during
the same period. These numbers seem counter-
intuiti\€ gi\€n the strength of thc' apartment sector
and the uncertainty surrounding retailing in gen-
eral and malls specifically. While it is true that Cen-
tral Business District (CBD) office cap rates
increased in 1993, this run-up seems somewhat cu-
rious since it lagged the weakened space market by
several vears. As if on cue, the spike was quickly
erased and cap rates fell back to more normal levels.
Reinforcing this are data sho\a'ing that expected re-
turns exhibit less rariation across time than the
risk-free ten-vear treasurv rate. Exhibit II illustrates
the variance of each series bet['een third quarter
1992 and fourth quarter 1995, and reinforces the
stabilitiz of investor expectations relatire to shifts h
interest rates during the past several years.

EXHIBIT II

Sector Volatility (1992q3 to 1995q4)

Variance (Basis Points)

lo-Year Treasury
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R&D
Regional Malls
Power Cent€rs
Community Centers
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Suburban Office
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Sour(e: Real Estate Research Cory)oration

AII else being equal, onr' nould assume a
strong positive correlation betheen movements in
interest rates and expected rcturns. That is, higher
interest rates should lead to higher cap rates as in-
\'!'stors ramp up their yield requirements. Contrarv
to expectations, however, the l0-vear Treasury
shows little conelation with property-specific cap
rates, as reflected in Exhibit II[. In fact, movements
in l0-vear Treasuries are ne6;ativelv correlated with
several property types.

There is some evidence. that, unlike interest
rates, investors'expectations are influenced bv mar-
ket fundamentals. At a minimun,, .rnecdotal evi-
dence suggests that investors consciouslv
discriminate betneen markets based on market ex-
pectations. Therefore, an office building in a recov-
ering market, such as Boston, currently trades at a
lower cap than a similar buikJing in a soft market,
such as Hartford, where uncertainty is rampant.

What is the relationship between property
tvpes and capitalization rates? In the case of ware-
house properties, there is a significant positi\€ cor-
relation. Specifically, for the 14 quarters in which
data are available, the correlation coefficient be-
tween $,arehouse cap rates and industrial vacancv
rates was approximately .8. A weaker correlation
was found between expected office cap rates and
both suburban and CBD vacancy rates.r While the
relationship between cap rates and the space mar-
ket is more compelling than cap rates and the fi-
nancial markets, the period in question is rather
brief, and it is difficult to draw firm conclusions
from such a limited sample. In addition, rvhile
market vacancv rates appear to influence cap rates,
other explanatorv factors also can impact cap rates.
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Most investors view cap rates as singular. In reality,
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7. A core rate which varies bv property type and
market, ownership and time. The core rate rep-
resents the risk-adiusted opportunitv cost of
owning real estate.

2 A trn\sttttr7 rate representing r,ariorrs premirrms
whose size and signl'ary or€r the course of the
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The combination of the core and transitorv rates
determine the transactional cap rate. The core rate
and the transactional cap rate are equal when the
space markets are at or near equilibrium and buyer
and seller expectations are aligned. In realitv, trans-
actions readily take place because neither buyers
nor sellers can extract premiums as both hare
placed the same value on a building's cash flow:

Premiums exist when buyer and seller expecta-
tions differ or when externalifies such as tax law or
zoning changes occur. In these situations, a differ-
ence between the core rate and the transactional
cap rate emerges, creating a transilory premium. For
example, during thc late 1980s and early 1990s few
transactions were occurring in the marketplace. In
a capital scarce environment, buyers were able to
command a premium from sellers which drove cap
rates higher. During the mid 1980s, the opposite
occurred. [n a capital-dri\€n environment, real es-
tate lr,as hot and sellers received a premium from
buyers in the form of below-core cap rates.

Premiums can emerge during any part of the
real estate cycle, for example, from a change in real
estate underwriting criteria. Whose numbers and
coverage ratios are used will depend on a host of
factors, not all of which relate directlv to the asset
class. In addition, buildings encumbered h'ith
long-term leases mav command either a positive or
negative premium. A positive premium would be

relative to buildings *,ith shorter leases lvhen mar-
ket conditions hare or are expected to deteriorate; a
negative premium *'ould be garnered if market
fundamentals are on the upsrt'ing. The former oc-
curs because of cash flow stability in a weak mar-
ket, while the latter occurs because the lease
duration works to reduce potential cash flow in a
market with rapidly escalating rents. Other pre-
miums can occur because of tax law changes. Dur-
ing the early 1980s, cap rates plunged in response
to the 1981 Economic Recoverv Tax Act (ERTA)
which created non-market incentives for real estate
owners. Of course, whate\€r the government gives,
the go\€rnment can take awav and the 1986 tax act
did just that. Not surprisinglv, cap rates shot up
and olvners *,ere left holding properties whose
values were propped up by benefits that no longer
could be transferred to the next owner.

Exhibit tV shows the bifurcation of the transac-
tional cap rate. During periods of overbuilding, the
transactional cap rate is higher than the core rate,
because buyers are able to extract a positive pre-
mium from sellers. This explains w.hv appraised
values and transaction prices differed so signifi-
cantlv during the bottom of the last market cvcle.
Appraiscrs valucd buildings using thc corc cap
rate, while buvers recognized their leverage and
used it to their ad\?ntage.

As occurred during the late 1970s and early
1980s, premiums shrank and shifted to the seller
when the market'.s appetite improved. During this
period, institutional investors were willing to pav a
premium for properties, and sellers u,ere able to
drive the transactional rate above the core rate. Ulti-
matelv however, the market slo*,s and the gap be-
tween the core and transactional cap rates
disappears. Since markets rarelv stav in equilib-
rium for an extended period of time, the core and
transactional cap rates are constantly engaged in a

dance with market forces selecting the tune.

Multiple premiums also can be present at any
time. As alreadv pointed out, market conditions
are only one of several reasons whv the transac-
tional and core cap rates can differ. In addition, the
core rate itself is not static. It can trend either up or
don'n depending on a host of events. Changing
expectations with respect to inflation and the pric-
ing of alternative assets (stocks, bonds, etc.), can
impact the core rate. Therefore, property values can
be altered due to transitory changes in the cap rate
which have nothing to do with the real estate cycle.
Conversely changes in market conditions can affect
cap rates but can also be amplified by shifts in non-
real estate factors. The presence of multiple pre-
miums helps explain why changes in interest rates
and inflation mav show little relationship to move-
ments in cap rates.
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band during the last three plus vears. Regional
mall cap rates raried bv onlv 50 b.rsis points during
the same period. These numbers seem counter-
intuiti\€ gi\€n the strength of thc' apartment sector
and the uncertainty surrounding retailing in gen-
eral and malls specifically. While it is true that Cen-
tral Business District (CBD) office cap rates
increased in 1993, this run-up seems somewhat cu-
rious since it lagged the weakened space market by
several vears. As if on cue, the spike was quickly
erased and cap rates fell back to more normal levels.
Reinforcing this are data sho\a'ing that expected re-
turns exhibit less rariation across time than the
risk-free ten-vear treasurv rate. Exhibit II illustrates
the variance of each series bet['een third quarter
1992 and fourth quarter 1995, and reinforces the
stabilitiz of investor expectations relatire to shifts h
interest rates during the past several years.
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AII else being equal, onr' nould assume a
strong positive correlation betheen movements in
interest rates and expected rcturns. That is, higher
interest rates should lead to higher cap rates as in-
\'!'stors ramp up their yield requirements. Contrarv
to expectations, however, the l0-vear Treasury
shows little conelation with property-specific cap
rates, as reflected in Exhibit II[. In fact, movements
in l0-vear Treasuries are ne6;ativelv correlated with
several property types.

There is some evidence. that, unlike interest
rates, investors'expectations are influenced bv mar-
ket fundamentals. At a minimun,, .rnecdotal evi-
dence suggests that investors consciouslv
discriminate betneen markets based on market ex-
pectations. Therefore, an office building in a recov-
ering market, such as Boston, currently trades at a
lower cap than a similar buikJing in a soft market,
such as Hartford, where uncertainty is rampant.

What is the relationship between property
tvpes and capitalization rates? In the case of ware-
house properties, there is a significant positi\€ cor-
relation. Specifically, for the 14 quarters in which
data are available, the correlation coefficient be-
tween $,arehouse cap rates and industrial vacancv
rates was approximately .8. A weaker correlation
was found between expected office cap rates and
both suburban and CBD vacancy rates.r While the
relationship between cap rates and the space mar-
ket is more compelling than cap rates and the fi-
nancial markets, the period in question is rather
brief, and it is difficult to draw firm conclusions
from such a limited sample. In addition, rvhile
market vacancv rates appear to influence cap rates,
other explanatorv factors also can impact cap rates.
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Capitalization Rates Are Not Singular

l gainst improving market fundamentals, real

fl estate investors are faced with the parador of
I I whv institutional real estate income returns
show suih little variation. Capitalization rates do
not have the same volatility as market fundamen-
tals, varying only by property type. Holding other
factors constant, lower interest rates and higher oc-
cupanry levels can act to reduce risk premiums and
benefit holders of real assets. However, theory and
practice are not always born of the same mother.
Cap rate surveys and industry data continue to in-
dicate that real estate returns show little variation
over time. When they do stray, capitalization rates
are quickly brought back into line by an unknown
financial gravitational force.

The article explains how this seemingly steady
state is not only possible but can lead to an answer
that is always nine percent. In bifurcating the cap-
italization rate into core and transitory components,
this article provides a theoretical explanation of how
increases in transitory factors can offset declines in
the core cap rate and t ice tersa.t Ultimately, it is up
to the reader to decide whether the factors that
generate this answer hold true today, and more im-
portantly, will hold true tomorrow.

The Historical Record Revisited
Unlike baseball or even the stock market, real estate
has no official statistical abstract. Data on real estate
returns are limited because of the private and com-
plex nature of most real estate transactions. Even
organizations such as the National Council of Real
Estate Investment Fiduciaries (NCREIF) face signifi-
cant data obstacles. Because NCREIF relies on
appraisal-based values, reported income returns are
considered biased. Although comprehensive data
are available on REITs, dividend returns are not the
same as income.2
Even if they were, there is ample evidence to sug-
gest that REIT stock prices do not necessarily repre-
sent underlying property returns. Factors such as
management quality, financial structure and future
growth expectations (both internal and external)
play a significant role in REIT prichg.

Because of the limitations of industrv associa-
tion data, survev data measuring investo'r expecta-
tions are presented instead. Exhibit I shows the
results of survey data provided by Real Estate Re-
search Corporation on expected investor retums
during the period mid-192 through 1995.r Despite
several years of steady recovery apartment cap
rates have remained within a narrow 40 basis point
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So What Does All This Mean?
Clearly, the dynamics of cap rates can be quite con-
fusing. For example, it is entirely possible that the
core cap rate may shift upward onlv to be matched
by an equally large decline in transitory cap rate
premiums. The net result is dynamic stabilitv
Therefore, investors must be selective in their as-
sumptions regarding the nature and direction of
cap rate changes. The continual presence of coun-
tenailing premiums suggests that r"riations in cap
rates are much more complex than their movement
or lack of movement implies. For example, the
transactional cap rate can be artificially supported
during periods of oversupply if the opportunity
cost of holding real estate, as measured by interest
rates, declines. Conversely, if bond prices are de-
clining, cap rates mav rise even as markets tighten.

None of this makes it easv for appraisers or
investors trying to forecast discount factors. In fact,
these dvnamics help explain away much of the criti-
cism leveled at appraisers during the past few
years. When determining the appropriate cap rate,
an appraiser must consider both the level and direc-
tion of the core rate as well as the net change in
various premiums. These premiums mav be prop-
erty type, market or propertv-specific. It is the
combination of the core discount rate and the net
change in all premiums n,hich determines the ap-
propriate capitalization rate.

Conclusion
Imagine a world in which the core rate and various
transitory premiums are inversely correlated. Under
this scenario, whenever the core rate changes it is met
bv an equal but opposite movement in the transitory
cap rate. Do such relationships exist? Consider the
follorving. Stronger markets typically are assumed to
be forerunners of lower cap rates. However, higher
occupancy and rents go hand-in-hand with robust
emplovment and income growth, neither of which
brings much comfort to the inflahon watchers at the
Federal Reserve. Investors, being more realistic than
economists, do not hold everything else constant. A
neruous Federal Reserve translates into higher hterest
rates; higher interest rates translate into higher cap
rates. These dynamics may explain why the answer is
always nine percent.
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NOTES
l.Scr'Steppell995l
2. Bv l.rw REITS are required lo return tlr invc5tor\ 95't of all ta\able

income. This is dilferentthan pri\ate equity owners who hare no such
rcquirements.

l. The RERC survet queries inlestment advi5ors, banLers. pensron funds
and othcr srmilar rnlestor! as to thri e\p€cted Borng-rn cash-on<ash
ricld b\, proF*rh t\.pe. Therefore, the survcv resulls are not a(tudl
retums and investor expectations ma) or may not be met-

4. Correlation celficients using lagged \acancv rates ns wellas vear-olrr,
tcar (han8c\ rn !a(anc\ ratei al"i were cttrmatrd with simtIr results.
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